WORLDWIDE INFINITE CHANNELS ASSOCIATION (A Private Membership Association)
MEMBERSHIP AGREEMENT
I __________________________wish to join "Worldwide Infinite Channels Association", a
Private Member Association. I fully understand that in order for me to be eligible to join
"Worldwide Infinite Channels Association," I must agree to ALL OF the following conditions:
All references to the US Constitution are only applicable to those who are residents or citizens
of the United States of America. However, the rights and privileges cited here as being
protected by the US Constitution, are inalienable rights afforded to all human beings
regardless of which nation you may be from, and as such, they are still your right to claim,
whether under the US Constitution or any other constitution of any other nation.
DECLARATION
1. I hereby attest and declare that I have sought out and requested to join
www.worldwideinfinitechannels.org , from here on referred to as Worldwide Infinite
Channels Association, a private member association with "membership only" access.
2.

I understand that by joining Worldwide Infinite Channels Association, I will have all the
rights and privileges of and access to all the benefits, advantages and services that are
available exclusively to the members of this private membership association.

3. By joining Worldwide Infinite Channels Association, I further declare that I understand
that Worldwide Infinite Channels main objective is to apply a combination of unity,
financial literacy, spiritual awareness, financial development and economic development
for every member and citizen of the United States of America, especially those who seek
the truth.
4.

I am fully aware of and wish to exercise my unalienable constitutional rights under the
US Constitution and specifically under the 1st and 14th amendments to join Worldwide
Infinite Channels Association and enjoy all the rights, benefits and privileges associated
with my Worldwide Infinite Channels Association private member association
membership.

5. I further declare that I am exercising my right of "freedom of speech" and "freedom to
assemble" and as such, the implied rights of "freedom to associate" and "freedom of
association" as guaranteed by the 1st and 14th Amendments of the U.S. Constitution and
equivalent provisions of the various State Constitutions by joining Worldwide Infinite
Channels Association. I further acknowledge that by applying for membership to
Worldwide Infinite Channels Association, I fully understand that Worldwide infinite
Channels Association is a private member association with access to "membership only"
which means that its association activities are restricted to the private domain only.
_______________________
Authorized Rep. initials
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6.

I further attest that I have requested to join Worldwide infinite Channels Association
completely of my own free will and volition and that I have not been solicited in any
manner whatsoever to join Worldwide Infinite Channels Association or any other related
private member association by Worldwide Infinite Channels Association. Any related
memberships I may have or related associations I may have joined, were done so of my
own free will and accord.
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

7. I understand that by joining this private member association, I am willingly removing
myself from the public sector regarding this information and I further understand that
Worldwide Infinite Channels Association does not operate in the public realm. In other
words, the rights and privileges of membership are reserved for private members only of
Worldwide Infinite Channels Association.
8.

If I am a prior or current law enforcement or military person from the US, I acknowledge
that I have taken an oath to protect the Constitution of the United States against all
enemies, foreign and DOMESTIC. I further acknowledge that I will do all that is possibly
to protect the Constitution of the United States (if I am or have ever been from the US).

9. As a member of Worldwide Infinite Channels Association, I further attest that before
deciding to pursue any course of action as described on Worldwide Infinite Channels
Association, I have done my own due diligence.
10. In addition, I attest that I have NEVER been solicited or enticed by Worldwide Infinite
Channels Association in any manner whatsoever to visit
www.worldwideinfinitechannels.org and / or to join Worldwide Infinite Channels
Association.
11. I further attest that I have not been solicited in any manner what so ever to pursue any,
product, procedure, suggestion or advice by anyone or anybody. Any comment construed
to be a suggestion or recommendation that may have been made, were made in response
to me or my fellow member's request and solicitation, and were answered and provided
for by other private members. Pursuing any direction is fully of my own decision and of
my own free choice, accord and volition.
12. Any and all property of any nature that I transfer from my ownership and possession to
the recipient of my gift is intended as a gift and not an investment. I have not been sold
anything, and I have not been offered any opportunity to do so.
13. I perceive no agreement between myself and the recipient of my gift, and I expect no
profit, benefit. Or opportunity of any nature in consideration of the property (gift amount)
_______________________
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that I have transferred as a gift. I believe that I am totally within the law, as it pertains to
my activities herein described.
14. I attest and promise that I am NOT a current or past member of a federal or state
investigative or regulatory or other governmental agency with the alleged mandate of
"protecting the public".
15. I further attest that I am not part of any investigation or part of a segregation effort or
restrictive effort by any private, public, corporate, governmental body who has an agenda
to prevent the dissemination of this type of information or is operating under the false
pretense of "protecting" me from my own decisions.
16. I agree, attest and solemnly swear under oath that IF I am a member of a federal or state
investigative or regulatory body such as the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, FTC,
or any other governmental agencies with the alleged mandate of "protecting the public",
or a member of a public or private industry or group looking to prevent this information
from being privately disseminated, I will disclose such relationship clearly and:
a) That if I am seeking membership, I am only seeking membership to obtain this private
information to personally benefit myself and/or my loved ones.
b) That the only reason I would even have to obtain this type of information would be in
order to provide a personal benefit for myself and/or my loved ones.
c) That if I am granted membership to Worldwide Infinite Channels Association, I will
NOT voluntarily or under coercion, disseminate this information to anyone outside of the
membership, especially those individuals or entities who wish to do harm to Worldwide
Infinite Channels Association or its individual members.
d) That I am NOT an undercover investigator for any governmental (federal or state) agency
or any self-appointed or quasi-governmental agency.
e) That if I have lied in any capacity on this document, I am by definition a liar and
anything I say, write or testify in any court by definition, must by default also be a lie and
subject to the same standards as held for any one shown to have lied recurrently under
oath and shown to have perjured themselves previously.
f)

That if I am attempting to subversively gain access or information to the contents of this
private members association site or investigation of any of its members, that I have
broken the law and am in direct violation of the Privacy Act of 1974, 5 USC 552a which
provides protection to individuals by ensuring that personal information collected by

_______________________
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Federal agencies is limited to that which is legally authorized and necessary and is
maintained in a manner which precludes unwarranted intrusions upon individual privacy.
g) That if I join Worldwide Infinite Channels Association or obtain any information from
Worldwide Infinite Channels Association or related organizations for any OTHER
purpose than to personally benefit myself or my loved ones that I will have perjured
myself and will be held fully accountable under the maximum allowable extent of the
law.
h) That if I have a relationship to a governmental agency in any capacity and if I have NOT
disclosed that association with that governmental agency including but not limited to all
the aforementioned agencies with my intentions fully revealed, I have committed perjury
and will be held fully accountable under the maximum allowable extent of the law.
i) That I have solemnly sworn to all the above, under the penalty of perjury.
j)

That failure to fully disclose my association in any capacity with any of the above listed
agencies for any reason is an intentional and willful misstatement or omission of material
facts which constitute a federal criminal violation punishable under 18 U.S.C. 1001 by
imprisonment up to 5 years and fines up to $10,000 for each offense.

k) That I further understand that if I have perjured myself in any manner, I will additionally
be held fully accountable for making willful misstatements or omissions of material facts
which constitute federal criminal violations which are also punishable as perjury under 18
U.S.C. 1621 which provides for fines up to $2,000 or imprisonment up to 5 years for each
offense.
17. I understand that the Information on this site is exclusively for members of this private
member association only. I agree that this information will not be shared with anyone
else other than with my own immediate family members. I agree not to share my access,
username or password to the site or disperse any information from this private member
association site to anyone else. I further agree that anyone who wishes to gain access
MUST become a member to have access to the information on this private member
association site. This information is NOT to be used or disseminated to the public under
any circumstances whatsoever. Failure to adhere to this requirement constitutes fraud and
I understand that I will be subject to action under the Privacy Act of 1974, 5 USC 552a.
18. I further understand and agree that the information provided on this site or any
information contained is for informational purposes only and is not intended as a
substitute for advice from. Furthermore, I understand that:
l.) Any and all information provided on this site is NOT intended as legal advice.

_______________________
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19. I solemnly swear that I have answered in truth to all the above. If I fall into any of the
categories above requiring me to disclose relationships, etc., I will send that information
in writing to the following email address: Worldwideinfinite@gmail.com. Failure to fully
disclose will subject me to all the penalties as mentioned above in addition to all other
maximum allowable prosecution available.

I agree to the Above Terms and Conditions for EACH point above and I will/have downloaded a
copy of this agreement and applied below my signature.
Final page of Membership Agreement
Sign then send a copy to Worldwide Infinite Channels Association and retain an original copy in
your files. Please write legibly.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF I set my hand this ______day of _____________________, 20____.

______________________________________________________________________________
Member’s Name (Please Print Legibly)
______________________________________________________________________________
Member’s Signature
Member Street Address: _________________________________________________________
City: ___________________________________ State: ________________ Zip: ___________
Phone: _____________________________ Email Address: ____________________________
I hereby attest that no changes have been made to the original document and that the member has
received a signed copy of this agreement in its entirety.

This Space Is for office use only- do not fill out
_____________________________________________________________________________________
By: ____________________________
Accepted: _______
Authorized Representative
Yes
World Wide Infinite Channels Association®
Digitally signed per UCC 1-201, 1-308, 3-401, 3-419
Member and Authorized Representative All Rights Reserved,
Expressly Reserving All Liberties without Recourse,
Void where prohibited by law. Without prejudice.
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